
Friday, April 30                                      3 Wamboldt 

Language Arts 

Reading  

20 minutes of reading each day-- books that you have at home or choose a story from on-line 

site Tumblebooks (login: bridgewater, password: books) or Vooks is free now for 30 days (It 

is a kid-free, ad-free streaming library of read-aloud animated storybooks.)  

1) Watch: Penguins Make Bad Pirates   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usMEVqz4CrU  

 

2) Complete comprehension questions for this video  

3) Find your pirate name. 

4) Draw a pirate penguin. 

Writing 

1) Poetry- Haiku  

2) Couplet poem  

Word Study 

1) Contraction practice sheets (follow-up from what was already completed at school)   

2) Capitalization practice sheet (review) 

 

 

 



Math 

1) Fractions (Students only had a couple days to work with fractions but I think they have a 

working knowledge of this concept to be able to complete practice sheets. They also used Cuisenaire 

rods at school for hands-on practice. If time, discussions about how fractions are used at home, such 

as baking would be good.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IshCN-3bP5I 

2) Fractions-numerator/denominators 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1e9WF2F9HI 

 

3) Fractions –shaded and non-shaded parts 

Practice sheets 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Penguins Make Bad Pirates comprehension questions: 
1. The pirate ship got stuck between two icebergs in the: 

a) Arctic Ocean          b) Antarctic Ocean          c) LaHave River 
 
2. Captain Crab Legs’ crew abandoned ship, calling him a frozen headed: 

a) rabbit-brain         b) turtle-brain      c) parrot-brain 
 

3. Captain Crab Legs liked to steal treasure and: 
a) toosie pops            b) lollypops        c) jawbreakers 

 
4. The name of the penguin that became first mate: 

a) Gerry            b) Terry          c) Perry 
 

5. Penguins would rather play than work so they were: 
a) swinging from the ropes 
b) skating on ice cubes around the ship 
c) making funny clothes 
d) all of the above 

 
6. What was Captain Crab Legs’ favourite flavor of snow cone? 

a) blueberry          b) lemon          c) pickle 
 

7. What didn’t Captain Crab Legs see during his voyage? 

a) icebergs              b) snow            c) polar bears 

8. Of the flavours offered, which one would be your favourite?   __________________ 
 

9. Match the pirate words/phrases to English. (Check pirate dictionary.)  

Pirate words/phrases Letter English 

1. matey                                                   a) yes 

2. buccanner  b) you are surprised 

3. baton down the hatches  c) you are happy 

4. jolly roger  d) song 

5. shiver-me-timbers  e) another name for pirate 

6. aye  f) prepare for trouble 

7. shanty  g) shipmate or friend 

8. yo-ho-ho  h) flag of a pirate ship 

 



 
 

Find your pirate name (You can just choose whatever name that you would like.) 

 

 

Draw a penguin and then add pirate accessories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Ahoy! Hello!  Jolly Roger Flag of a pirate 

ship 

Aye!  Yes  Avast ye Pay attention 

Matey Shipmate/Friend  All hands hoay Everyone get on 

the deck  

Lass Girl  Marooned To get stuck on a  

desert island 

Avast! Stop  Weigh anchor Get the ship 

ready to sail 

Blimey! Something to say 

when frustrated 

 Doubloons  Gold coins or 

money 

Shiver me 

timbers! 

Something to say 

when surprised 

 Shanty Song 

Yo-ho-ho! Something to say 

when you are happy 

 Lad Young man 

Ye Use this instead of 

“you” 

 Starboard Right side of the 

ship 

Buccaneer Another name for 

pirate 

 Port Left side of the 

ship 

Pirates say “Arrrrr!” a lot and replace “my” with “me” in sentences.  

 

 

 



Monday, May 3  

Language Arts 

Reading  

20 minutes of reading each day  

1) Readers Theatre: The Missing Pirate Treasure (Find family members to be a 

character?) 

2) Pirate yoga 

3) Reading and responding to Gangway Island 

Writing 

1) Using the Gangway Island map, pretend you and some (class) mates or friends 

docked on the island. Come up with a couple challenges (add action to the story) that 

might have taken place while you made your way to the treasure (mmm, what would 

the ground be like around Stinky Swamp?). What exactly was the treasure? Be sure to 

add an ending as you head for home. Pirate writing paper is provided for a good copy.  

Word Study 

1) Practice sheets for the first 14 Grade 3 No-Excuse Words 

Math 

1) Polygons (Remember: 2-D shapes, 3 or more straight sides, and they are closed 

figures.)             (This video talks about angles but we do not need to know that in Grade 3) 

 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UeKN5-ogFTs 

2) Polygon practice worksheets 

 

 



Tuesday, May 4  

Language Arts 

Reading  

20 minutes of reading each day 

1) Poetry: What to Feed a Dragon/response 

Writing 

1) Write a short letter to tell me how you are doing, what you have been 

up to in your spare time and how is the home learning activities going (too 

much? too little? just right?) 

Word Study 

1) Practice sheets for the last 14 Grade 3 No-Excuse Words 

2) Contraction task cards 

Math 

1) Math Mystery Case of the Puzzled Pirate (complete a couple pages 

today, work on it again tomorrow) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday, May 5 (I have included some time for catch-up work) 

Language Arts 

Reading  

20 minutes of reading  

1) Any catch-up work 

Writing 

1) Two opinion paragraphs 

Word Study 

1) Practice spelling No Excuse Words 

Math 

1) Math Mystery Case of the Puzzled Pirate (finish)  

 


